
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 8 
 
Date & Time: 7 Mar 2019, 14:00 PM  - 15:00 PM  
Venue: SIS Room 4048 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Zhen Yao, Yi Fang, Samantha, Professor Hwee Xian 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Agenda 
Feedback from Professor Yuchen 
Technical and Non-Technical issues 
Admin Scope 

Team 
 
 
 

2 Mid-Term Presentation Feedback (Prof Yuchen) 
 
Team was given 78/100 
Prof Yuchen was satisfied with the wiki content, giving 14/15 
Only scored 3/5 for scope 
Commented that presentation went a little fast at the beginning 
Learning outcome only 3/5 
Low marks for presentation, feels like it went too fast. Was lost at the start 
due to technical terms. 
Can prepare cheat sheet to give them a better understanding of the 
process and terminologies used. 
Demo and deployment scored 18/20  
Prepare a slide with visual representation for the terminology 
UAT was given 9/10.  
 
Professor Hwee Xian Feedback for Finals Preparation 
 
Professor Hwee Xian asked the team to think about the possible new 
technical complexity which can possibly be implemented. 
Do load testing. 
Open multiple tabs at once and explain algorithm. 
Technical complexity don’t have to show codes. 
Explain algorithm to be more in-depth. 
Gave low marks for presentation for other team but the other 2 teams 
scored higher overall. 
User Testing  1 and 3 is with sponsors. About 4 students. 
User Testing 2 is with students. Minimally get 20 students to test UI/UX.  
Students have to test out different roles. 
Can get family members to test as administrators. (Based on 
demographics) 
Discussion about handover stuff with client before finals - plan a date.  
For final presentation, prepare a single slide on handover which contains 
the date before or after finals, who are we handing over to in the company 

Team  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team 



(Name of the contact person) and what are we handing over (i.e. Source 
code, server, user guide etc) 
Invite sponsor to the presentation - Sponsor will have only 1-2 minutes to 
talk after presentation.  
 
 
 
 

3 Technical Complexity 
The Masking of URL and Directory is not a must and Professor Hwee 
Xian wouldn’t place it as high priority. 
HTTPS should be done as the professors think it shouldn’t be too difficult  
 
Signature 
The team discussed with Hwee Xian the updated method in signing the 
form. Issues with the unstable internet was highlighted with the old 
method, thus making it difficult to retrieve the signature from the DB. 
The new updated method involves using pins as “keys”. 
Possible to overlay signature with timestamp for validation. 
Possible to send a 2FA pin to the Chief Engineer and Cargo Officer hp as 
validation. 
 
Discussion of details for videos and poster 
Currently the team is arranging for a Sea-Trip, usually only available on 
days where our teams are unable to make it. 
Videos and Poster are not graded and used for archival. 
But Professor Hwee Xian say use video as part of final presentation since 
it requires a substantial effort. The videos will be about 1 minute. 
Professor Hwee Xian mentioned that the learning outcome can be a 
group learning outcome  
X factors is the final X factors 
Colour scheme can be changed. 
IS480 posters are also available online and can be reused for 
archival/open house purposes. 
 
 

Aloysius, 
Eng Teck 
 
 
 
Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team 
 

4 Clarifications to be done with Sponsor  
TimeZone purposes to be clarified with Sponsor 
 
Ask Sponsor about requirements and constraints of the digital Signature 
Discuss about the X Factors 

 

5 Next Meeting  
14 Mar 19 - 1400 Hrs 

 

 



Done by: Aloysius 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 
 
 


